Youth Swim Instruction (ages 5-10)

The progressions and skills taught in the LJCC JAWS Swim School have been designed while keeping the overall developmental needs and stages in mind. All lessons are implemented and taught by highly skilled and trained instructors. Our swim school classes are designed for swimmers age 3 and up. Swimmers progress through different levels learning water safety and proper stroke technique in all four competitive strokes. Class groups are between 2-5 students per coach (depending on level) and are 45 minutes in duration.

Youth Group Swim Lessons
5-10 year olds. Proper fitting goggles & swim cap recommended.

Upon enrollment, each child will receive a swim bag to carry his/her swim gear. As a child completes the goals for each level, he/she will receive a ribbon of completion to attach to his/her bag.

Youth classes are great for children who have not had the opportunity to learn to swim at a young age as well as for those that wish to become better swimmers. Designed for children to learn in an environment appropriate to their age and developmental level. Suggested age to begin this journey is between 5-6 years of age. Our lessons are divided into 3 class groups with specific goals — beginner, intermediate and advanced. Select your desired lesson day/s (right); our trained instructors will assign your child’s class level based on his/her ability on the first day of class.

Beginner
For the very beginner swimmer or for those who are uncomfortable in the water.
Instructors work on basic water adjustment.

Intermediate
For the swimmer who is comfortable in the water and has completed beginner youth skills.

Advanced
For the swimmer who can comfortably swim front crawl and backstroke using over arm stroke in deepwater but who needs help with refining his/her strokes and learning the breaststroke and butterfly. Advanced classes prepare your child for future aquatic adventures like water sports, boating sports, boy scouts swim badges or even a first job as a lifeguard. Children with higher levels of stroke technique, endurance and experience will gain more respect of the water environment and have a higher awareness of water safety.

Private Swim
½ Hour: M/$36-NM/$42
Package of 5: M/$155-NM/$184
Package of 8: M/$237-NM/$278
15 Min: M/$19-NM/$23
Package of 10: M/$148-NM/$190
Package of 16: M/$242-NM/$315

Semi-Private Swim
½ Hour: M/$26-NM/$32
Package of 5: M/$103-NM/$131
Package of 8: M/$148-NM/$193

Diana Barnes Aquatics Supervisor
704-944-6797 • diana.barnes@charlottejcc.org